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With the development of information and networks Technology, high efficiency
and convenience of the digital library relatives to the traditional library more obvious
advantage. However, from a long-term perspective, although the development of
digital library has solved the technical problems, there is not still solved the obvious
legal issues. It is worth emphasizing that although the digital library services to the
public through the network, but it is the nature of public welfare and it has not been
changed. Therefore without prejudicing on the basis of the interests of copyright
owners, it should continue to protect fair use of digital library.
In this paper, we discussed the fair use of digital library and aimed at learning the
content and rights range of digital library’s fair use. It achieves the balance between
copyright holders and the public for promoting the development of intellectual
property protection in China.
Besides preface and conclusion, this paper consists of three chapters.
The preface introduces object of study?significance and purpose.
Chapter one makes a basic exposition on the fair use system of digital library
and the basic problems of existence, including the concept and characteristic of digital
library? the concept and legislative status of fair use? separately from the value
perspective of legislative and economics analysis of the justification off air use of
the digital library ,as well as the system in the digital and network environment to run
the problems faced.
Chapter two introduces the foreign legislation and practice for the fair use of
digital library, and puts forward the inspiration that is worthy of our legislation or
practice.
Chapter three puts forward some suggestions on how to improve the fair use
system of digital library in our country, besides proposing suggestions on the relevant
legislative principles and legislative provisions, especially on the fair use of digital
library construction and service.
Conclusion is mainly a summary of the paper.
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